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Prepared by: Andy Staples – January 21, 2018
Fayetteville Country Club (FCC) – Master Plan Revision Report
This report has been developed as an update to the Master Plan dated January 15, 2009, and is intended
to provide the greens committee and Board direction on a list of priority projects that will prepare the
course for the next 10 years. The items listed below have been developed in partnership with Brandon
Nichols, Golf Course Superintendent, during two (2) separate site visits. The purpose of this plan is not to
make change for the sake of change; it’s quite the opposite. My goal, as it was when we began this plan, is
to set a strong foundation that preserves your course’s individual character and address current and future
issues that may arise. This report is meant to provide a framework for consistency, and a plan for future
improvements.
General Notes:

Perry Maxwell Design – It is recommended to continue to promote FCC as an original Perry Maxwell design.
For a club like yours, having this connection to this famous ‘Golden Aged” architect is a major differentiator
to your competitors. All work should be implemented with the understanding of Maxwell’s design theory,
and should be used as the driving force behind all future changes. This would include bunker placement
and renovations, green reconstruction, and strategy of overall play.
Safety – FCC is a fun, strategic golf course that provides all the difficulty most golfers today need. That said,
pressure to continue to find additional length has continued. I offer a word of caution. Please do not feel
the need to continue to “squeeze more blood out of a turnip” any more than is reasonable, and safe. You
should know the current trends of golf course design are in FCC’s favor – smaller, shorter courses are
increasing in demand as people’s time becomes more and more precious, and resources become
increasingly valuable. After all, you are what you are, and we intend to make FCC as good as it can possibly
be, without mortgaging the future.
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I do feel the course has a few holes available for extra yardage. However, I will not recommend tees that
are beyond the current setback standards for golf course design. An approach will be taken to identify areas
on the course where the current layout may be in need of “loosening” or possible protection by tree
planting.
Putting green construction & turfgrass improvements – There have been major advances in turfgrass
genetics that allow golf course greens, fairways and roughs to be maintained at higher quality, with the
need for less chemicals, water, and fertilizer. In the case of warm season grasses such as Bermuda grass,
which is what is present in FCC’s fairways, they have become more winter hardy, staying green longer in
the fall, and “greening up” faster in the spring. FCC has the ability to take advantage of these new grasses.
As of today, I can say without reservation, your members are missing out on better conditions based purely
on the not having the latest varieties of turf.
I recommend the Club take a serious look at testing your current greens profile, and determine if there are
any specific problems that are identified through the standard soil testing process. My feelings are your
greens are in good health, and this idea that “your greens are going to die at any moment!” is a bit
exaggerated. Putting greens should last well into a 30 year life span, if properly constructed and
maintained, and should not “have” to be rebuilt at any particular year or period of time. That said, issues
such as severe green slope, failing internal drainage, or tired or outdated turfgrass varieties, are all very
good reasons to investigate ways to improve the daily playing conditions for your members.

Maintenance Building – It is time to begin planning for a new maintenance building for Brandon, for all the
reasons everyone knows. I hope I do not need to go into any other reasons to support my feelings!
Maintenance efficiency – I believe there is an opportunity to increase maintenance efficiency throughout
the course. These increases may be subtle, but will lead to a reallocation of funds to other areas on the
course. As the club and ball technology has advanced, many of FCC’s hazards are now out of play for the
better players, while continuing to affect the average to below average golfer. Also, since our goal as golf
architects is to test the best players, while providing a fun, and unique experience for the average guy/gal,
I would like to investigate the possibility of adding certain features that will do just that. In the end, my
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intention is to have a net-gain in maintenance efficiency, while increasing the place of play and making the
golf course more enjoyable for all.
Irrigation – The items listed above are tangible, and able to be seen by your members. However, the
irrigation system, which largely goes unseen, is an asset that also needs upkeep. The current Toro irrigation
sprinkler system, and piping network appears to be in average working order, with no real known
operational issues. Interestingly, FCC does not have a central control computer. A central computer is
technology that has been around for well over 30 years, and is viewed as a “must have” in every golf course
management operation. Currently, most every facet of the irrigation operation is being performed by hand.
It doesn’t take much to see this as a glaring gap in FCC’s maintenance operation. In addition to the obvious
improvements to maintenance efficiency, a central control allows the system to make automatic
adjustments based on current actual weather events, which will directly relate to improved conditions, less
watering, and more efficiency.

Teeing distances and overall scorecard – Another trend that is occurring within the industry is related to
overall teeing yardage equity, and ensuring the overall scorecard addresses who is actually playing your
golf course. This means that along with the priority of gaining a few extra yards on your current Gold tee,
you should be considering adjustments to the White and Red tees to ensure proper yardage spacing, and
appropriate length of play. A forward set of tees built well into the fairway for beginners, families, and even
the avid golfer looking to play with only a few clubs is a perfect way to reach all skill levels and make an
effort to grow the game of golf.
My philosophy regarding the placement of tees (see chart below) is driven by allowing all skill levels of
player to experience the same course. This means that if the hole is reachable with a short iron for most
good players, then a tee should be placed so that all other players have the opportunity to experience the
same length approach. The worst-case scenario exists when the shot disparity from the good player to the
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average handicap is so great that each is playing a different hole. Overall, FCC’s scorecard is pretty good,
however there are a few holes where improvements can be made, especially on a few Red tees.

The naming of each tee should be changed from the traditional Blue-White-Red descriptions, and move to
names less gender specific. I’ve seen numbers the tees 1-2-3 or more generic names such as the BackMiddle-Front tees. You may also consider converting the current Black tees to the color “red.” In either
case, our intention is to ensure the tees on the scorecard are presented in a manner where all types of
players are free to use any tee they choose. And, in order to limit the number of actuals teeing grounds
built on the course, develop a “combo” scorecard whereby different tees can be shared in order to match
a specific overall yardage.
In summary, and based on the current trends in the industry, the following items should be of immediate
priority:
1. Reduction of overly intensive maintenance features, and the reduction of maintained turf
2. Implement teeing ground equity, “combo” sets of tees, a family tee, and rename the description
of each tee
3. Increasing practice facility offerings including expanded range, short game area(s), and golf
simulator capabilities
4. Upgrade to the lasted turfgrass on the greens, tees, and fairways
5. Invest annually into failing golf course components to bring FCC up to minimal industry standards,
which includes the maintenance building, cart paths, and bunkers.
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Recommendations - Overall Routing
It is recommended to eliminate the routing changes proposed on holes 10, 11, and 12, as noted in the 2009
Master Plan, and keep the current routing in place. Even though hole 10 stays in place, I do recommend a
complete redesign of the green complex, landing area bunker strategy and pond. In my opinion, hole #10
is the weakest hole on the course, and a proper redesign will improve the quality of this hole dramatically.
Also, since the green on hole #12 is one of the most severe, there is opportunity to improve on the strategy
of the entire hole by redesigning the green, and its overall bunker strategy.
I continue to recommend the slight adjustment of holes 6, 7, and 8, which will not only gain additional
yardage, it will improve safety, and the overall quality of hole. I would envision pushing #8’s tees back
towards current 7th fairway/pond edge to lengthen the hole, and straighten the landing area (the new
landing area for hole 8 would now be located left of the current fairway, into the grove of newly planted
trees). The 7th green would be shifted right towards the current fire pit, adjacent to the irrigation pond.
This hole would then play as a forced carry over water, to a green hung on to the edge of the water. The
6th hole would shift slightly left, and play as a slight dog-leg right, around a strategic bunker complex on the
right. This adjustment would add a few yards to the hole, make the tee shot far more strategic, and add
further protection to players on #7 tees.
Scorecard
I recommend changing the color description on the current score card to different names. Examples would
include: Championship, Back, Middle, Forward, or numbering such as 1, 2, 3, 4. Finding names not
associated with a color may also be desirable such as the Varsity, Tournament, Club, and Scoring tees. I
also recommend the addition of a ‘family’ set of tees to be constructed further down the fairway, raised
and leveled, that plays to approximately +/- 4,000 yards.
Proposed Gold Tee changes:
• Hole 2, back and right – add 16 yards
• Hole 3, back towards edge of property – add 44 yards
• Hole 4, back towards restroom (confirm safety setbacks) – add 40 yards
• Hole 6, back and left – add 18 yards
• Hole 7, back and left – add 10 yards
• Hole 8, new design – add 30 yards
• Hole 11, back towards 10 green – add 27 yards
• Hole 12, back towards 11 green – add 15 yards
• Hole 14, back and left – add 25 yards
Total new proposed Gold Tee yardage = 6,445
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Proposed Red Tee changes:
• Hole 1 – 402 (45 yards less)
• Hole 2 – 250 (44 yards less)
• Hole 13 – 360 (28 yards less)
• Hole 14 – 255 (25 yards less)
• Hole 16 – 380 (75 yards less)
Greens
I recommend the conversion of the putting surfaces to the latest variety of genetically improved Bentgrass
such as Tyee/007 or Pure Distinction. This would be performed by stripping the top 2-4 inches of existing
turf, removing the current organic layer, then spreading new greens mix sand and blending the sands by
roto tilling. All greens should be sterilized prior to seeding. I also recommend each putting green be tested
for the physical makeup of the profile, which will determine if there are any known profile issues in the
current greens. I do not see the need to plan for a total green replacement. However, greens 10, 12, 13
and 15 should be considered for replacement due to their severe green contour, lack of pin locations, and
their lack of interest from a design perspective.
I recommend continuing to expand the short grass mowing areas around the greens, and blend these areas
into the next teeing complex. These short grass areas will continue to give FCC an improved feeling of high
quality maintenance, and interesting ground contours under foot. Wherever the drainage, slope, or
amount of sunlight preclude these areas from being “top quality,” refrain from converting these areas until
proper modifications are made.
Tees
All tees should be monitored for their quality, and continue to provide level conditions. All tees should be
mowed with square corners, and shall point the player towards the intended line of play. When adding
and/or rebuilding tees, they should be capped with a topsoil and sand mixture that promotes drainage
while providing the appropriate amount of moisture holding capacity. All tees should be laser-leveled, and
grassed with the latest, genetically improved, winter hardy Bermudagrass such as Latitude 36 or improved
zoysigrass such as Zeon.
Fairways
All fairways should continue to be widened where appropriate to more resemble conditions of a 1920’s
golf course, were feasible. This means continued tree removal to expand the playing width, and fairway
mowing that resemble simple, flowing lines. Fairways should lead directly into the front edges of all
bunkers, and green approaches. It is recommended to convert all fairways to the latest genetically
improved, winter hardy Bermudagrass (Latitude 36) or improved Zoysiagrass (Zeon) to provide a denser
canopy resulting in improved lies, more consistent playing surfaces, earlier spring green-up, and improved
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weed control. The implementation of this project would be best to accomplish the entire course at once,
or 9 holes at a time.
Bunkers
Bunkers remain as the top cost for everyday maintenance, and will continue to garner conversation over
their maintenance quality, and playability. It is recommended to plan for a complete reconstruction of
every bunker in order to improve drainage, sand quality and long term health. Bunker liners should be
considered as part of this plan. Bunker liners have become incredibly popular over the last 5-10 years, and
rightfully so. Their purpose is to minimize the amount of erosion and silt infiltration due to large rain events
or improper drainage. I would recommend installing a bunker liner only after each bunker is completely
rebuilt.
Tree Removal, Planting and Overall Landscape
I recommend continuing with the current tree plan. A focus on plantings should be in areas of tight playing
conditions (hole 6 [near 7 tees], 8 right side, 11 along the maintenance area, 13 on the left, 16 right side,
18 along the range). I also recommend additional plantings of redbuds and dogwoods as understory trees
throughout the property for seasonal color and texture. Turf reduction should be considered as a priority
to reduce maintenance, and increase the visual aesthetic. Increasing the areas of pine straw will not only
reduce the amount of maintained turf on the property, it will increase the levels of design details on many
holes.
Irrigation
It is recommended to upgrade to the current Toro central control computer and operating system. This
improvement will have positive effects on the golf course immediately.
Cart Paths
It is recommended to place a priority on upgrading your current cart paths. Currently, many have continued
to deteriorate to the point of being unsafe, and excessively tough on the golf carts and maintenance
equipment. All cart paths should be converted to concrete so as to continue to unify all paths across the
property. They should be at least 6 feet wide, and placed in areas out of view to reduce the visual impacts.
Overall Club Aesthetic
It is recommended to continue the plan related to architectural style, entry improvements, and overall
design style that fits with the historic nature of the club (representative of the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’s). A
significant focus of the Master Plan was to improve the “front door” experience of the club, and pay
particular attention to the entry, and overall presentation of the clubhouse. At minimum, a new entrance
sign should be considered. In the event the current 10th green and pond are rebuilt, an opportunity exists
to design a new focal point statement at that time.
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Hole by Hole Recommendations
Hole 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Move Red tee up to +/- 400 yards
Add fairway bunker on left approx. 275 from Gold tee
Remove fairway bunker at 2nd landing area on left, expand fairway towards existing trees
Extend short grass behind green to pine straw area
Expand current greenside bunkers by 50-100 square feet (sf), flash top sides up by 12-24 inches to
add additional protection of the green
Expand pine straw areas behind green, and along the right side of hole, where possible
Remove two (2) trees behind green to open green to more sunlight
Consider adding new sand bunker back right of green to further protect from tee shots coming
from hole 5 (new bunker will also play into the bunker composition from the view off the 5th tee)

Hole 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add new Gold tee approx. 16 yards back and right of current tee, remove approx. 5 trees to open
line of play to fairway – remove current White tee, use fill to create new tee
Add new Red tee up to +/- 250 yards
Add fairway bunker on left approx. 280 yards from current Gold Tee
Remove existing fairway bunker on right, near cart path
Enlarge current left greenside towards the front of the green approximately 50-100 sf
Extend short grass behind green and blend into current teeing grounds
Replace deteriorating cart path along right side of fairway and green
Convert rough area along left side of hole closest to tee complex into native grasses to reduce
maintenance and increase visual aesthetic

Hole 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add new Gold tees approx. 45 yards back
Convert rough area along right side of hole adjacent to Red tee to pine straw area
Remove current back right greenside bunker, use fill for possible new back tee
Add new sand bunker behind green to catch balls from going out of bounds
Extend short grass area behind green into new sand bunker
Add new front right greenside bunker to protect the right side of hole
Investigate strategic tree removal along the edge of the property to open views, and to ensure the
green has proper sun
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Hole 4
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider new back tee approx. 40 yards behind current Gold tee – must confirm safety setbacks so
as to not cause an unsafe condition for golfers on 4 approach and 15 green
Extend fairway cut approx. 25 yards closer to Red tee
Consider removing current right fairway bunker, extend fairway to the right
Add alternate green on site of old 4th green, add two (2) greenside bunkers
Extend short grass fairway through the entire hole, create one contiguous fairway
Rebuild current right two greenside bunkers to conform to Perry Maxwell style, consider reducing
to only one bunker
Extend short grass mowing around entire green complex
Remove 2-3 pine trees on right side of fairway, close to the green, near cart path, extend fairway

Hole 5
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove unused Red tee near cart path, use fill for other projects
Add new fairway bunker on right approx. 290 yards from current Gold tee, remove existing Maple
tree on right approx. 190 from the current Gold tee
Extend fairway right, just past the 2nd fairway bunker on right, approx. 285-290 yards from current
Gold tee
Replace deteriorating cart path along left side of hole
Remove left greenside bunker, add new fairway bunker on left approx. 25-30 yards short of green,
convert old bunker into short grass chipping swale
Expand current right greenside bunker approx. 50-100 sf to the left
Add new sand bunker back right of green to further protect from tee shots from hole 1 (new bunker
will also play into the bunker composition from the view off the 5th tee)

Hole 6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add new Gold tee back and left, add approx. 18 yards, remove existing Gold tee
Remove existing fairway bunker on right
Add sand bunker on right side of fairway, approx. 275 yards from current Gold tee, to guard balls
from being hit towards #7 tee, and to challenge the long drive
Shift fairway left slightly to account for new fairway bunker on right, and to add a few extra yards
Monitor two maples on either side of fairway 40 yards from green to ensure they do not impede
too much into play, consider removing the tree on the left
Rebuild current greenside bunker to conform to Perry Maxwell style, expand edge towards fairway
approx. 50-100 sf
Continue to plant pine trees on right side of hole to protect current 7 tees
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Hole 7
•
•
•

Make use of extra space to the southwest of current too to expand hole and add yardage, shift line
of play towards open space (near current fire pit) northeast of existing irrigation pond
Move green to area currently occupied by fire pit to create a dramatic over the water shot par 3
Ensure the depth of the pond around the edges create enough depth to ensure high water quality

Hole 8
•

•
•
•
•
•

Shift entire tee complex back and to the right towards the existing 7th fairway/pond edge to
straighten line of play, shift landing area left approx. 120ft, clear trees to make room for new
fairway
Add two (2) new fairway carry bunkers approx. 175 yards from new Gold tee, built to conform to
Perry Maxwell style, to direct play away from #6 tees
Rebuild current fairway bunker on right side of fairway
Expand pine straw area on left side of hole
Continue to plant trees along right side of hole to protect #6 and 9 tees
Expand current greenside bunkers 50-100sf and raise bunker edge 12-24 inches to protect green
surface

Hole 9
•
•

Replace deteriorating cart path near tees, relocate cart path after tees to the left into the trees to
minimize visual impact and allow enough space to expand the fairway left
Remove understory trees on left side of hole to open views left, and direct play further left

Hole 10
•
•
•
•
•

Regrade tees to slope from back to front, lower front edge of tees in order to gain more view into
the fairway, raise back tee approx. 1 ft, lower front tee approx. 1 ft
Remove fairway bunker on right, expand fairway closer to the pond
Rebuild entire green complex to make more playable, conform to Perry Maxwell style, lower pond
elevation
Remove 2-3 pine trees on the left of fairway, expand fairway left, add new sand bunker approx.
285 yards from current Gold tee
Create new entry monument behind the new 10th green as a focal point for those approaching the
Club

Hole 11
•
•

Add new Gold tee back towards #10 green, add approx. 27 yards, remove current White tee
Replace deteriorating cart paths long right side of hole
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•
•
•
•

Rebuild current fairway bunkers on the left to conform to Perry Maxwell style
Expand current front right greenside bunker 50-100sf, and raise bunker edge 12-24 inches to better
conform to Perry Maxwell style and further protect the green surface
Expand short grass fairway to the left towards 14 tees, and towards 12 tees
Add native grass area to the left of the tees towards current short game area, add native grasses
around the pond near 12 tees

Hole 12
•
•
•

•
•

Expand Gold tee back, add approx. 15 yards
Consider shifting entire tee complex to the right to provide additional distance from hole 13
Rebuild entire green complex to flatten severe slope and gain more pin locations, conform to Perry
Maxwell style, shift slightly to the right – create new strategy for the design of the hole, consider
integrating the classic ‘redan’ philosophy creating a strong right to left slant, and receptive to a
run-in shot from multiple angles
Remove select trees on left side of hole, just past tee complex to open view up towards the left
side of the green
Remove current pampas grass screen behind the green, replace with planting types that conform
to the plantings on the rest of the course, consider installing a wood fence similar to the fence
behind 13 tees

Hole 13
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant 1-3 additional trees left of the current White tee, left of the cart path, to continue to direct
play to the right, limiting the tee shots that are hit towards 12 tees
Add new Red tee forward to edge of slope, reduce yardage approx. 25-28 yards
Add new forward tee on other side of canyon, on the right, approximately 295 yards
Replace deteriorating cart path along hole, relocate path just past the canyon to the left, into the
trees, to minimize visual impacts
Remove current fairway bunker on the right side of landing area, expand fairway right
Remove 3-5 large trees on right side of hole to open right side of the fairway, and direct more play
to the right
Add new fairway bunker on right side of landing area approx. 290 yards from Gold tee
Rebuild current fairway bunker short right of the green, conform to Perry Maxwell style, or
eliminate entirely
Rebuild entire green complex to flatten slopes and gain more pin locations, conform to Perry
Maxwell style
Remove current right greenside bunker, expand short grass fairway area around the right side of
the green
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Hole 14
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add new Gold tee back and left, add approx. 25 yards
Relocate cart path to the left side of the hole, expand short grass fairway towards 13 green
Replace deteriorating cart path on entire hole
Shift fairway to the right, remove approx. 4-5 trees to create a wide, possibly drivable (depending
on which tee one plays) strategic hole, with multiple options
Rebuild fairway bunkers to Perry Maxwell style, establish a true risk-reward hole, placing a
premium on accuracy or length
Remove trees behind the green to gain a view to the 15th green
Expand short grass fairway over the green
Create a pine straw area along entire right side of hole

Hole 15
•

Rebuild entire green complex to flatten sever slope and gain more pin locations, consider lowering
the surface 3-5 ft, create a “punch bowl” type green reminiscent of the 1920’s, conform to Perry
Maxwell style

Hole 16
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add new Red tee on other side of pond, reduce yardage by approx. 75 yards
Replace deteriorating cart path on left side of hole, relocate path to the left to reduce visual impacts
Remove fairway bunker on the left, relocate to right side of hole approx. 260 yards from Gold tee
to direct play away from current #7
Remove existing fairway bunker on left at 2nd landing area, expand fairway left
Redesign bunker strategy around green, conform to Perry Maxwell style
Consider rebuilding entire green complex to conform to Perry Maxwell style, move back to add
approx. 10-15 yards
Add pine straw area to the right of the 2nd landing area near green

Hole 17
•
•
•
•

Add new alternate Gold tee to the right to change angle of the approach to the green, add approx.
5 yards
Rebuild existing greenside bunkers to conform to Perry Maxwell style, raise 12-24 inches to further
protect the green surface
Remove 2-4 trees around the green complex
Replace deteriorating cart path along left side of hole
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Hole 18
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shift entire tee complex back towards existing 8th tee, to add yardage, and improve line of play for
the final hole
Add fairway bunker on left, approx. 280 yards from current Gold tee
Rebuild greenside bunkers to conform to Perry Maxwell style, create a more dramatic finish
Continue to plant pine trees along the left side of the hole along the range
Replace deteriorating cart path along the right side of the hole near the green
Expand pine straw area along the left side of hole along the range

Practice Area
•
•
•
•

Add seating areas around the range tee including fire pit, bar service, etc.
Consider the addition of a golf simulator
Add a putting course
Add target greens on range, integrate target greens into a short course for kids/beginners

Implementation
Implementation should be planned on a project by project basis, and depending on the budget at the time,
determine what portion of the project is performed ‘in-house’ or via an outside contractor. My philosophy
is focused on performing as much of the work as possible via an outside contractor as this will ensure the
project is installed in a timely manner, provide the club with a certain level of warranty, while not overly
relying on Brandon’s crew, which ultimately may take them away from their daily duties of managing the
golf course.
Staples Golf intends to be involved as much as necessary, to provide oversight and administration services
to ensure each project matches the design philosophy of the master plan. My greatest value comes from
being an additional set of eyes during construction, ensuring the Perry Maxwell design philosophy is carried
out to the fullest, as well as to provide appropriate changes and/or adjustments in the field to save money
and time. Further, Scott Clem, my preferred design shaper to be used at FCC, can provide additional
guidance during projects that need specialty work related to golf course feature creation and finishing.
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Priority List – Immediately, Contractor
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

New Maintenance Building for Brandon
Upgrade Central Control irrigation computer
Add new Gold tees on hole 2, 3, 6, 11, 14
Add new Red tees on holes 1, 2, 13, 14, 16
Add new Family tees on all holes
Replace deteriorating cart paths on holes 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17
Re-grass putting greens to the latest variety of bentgrass
Re-grass fairways to the latest variety of Bermudagrass
Add strategic bunkers on holes 2, 3, 6, 16, 18 (7 total bunkers)
Rebuild the 10th green
Adjust the front right of the 13th green
Redesign the 14th hole to make it an exciting, risk-reward par 4
Completely rebuild greens 12, 13, 15
Rebuild all bunkers

Priority List – Immediately, In-house
1. Remove bunkers on holes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 13, 16 (10 total bunkers)
2. Add more pine straw and native grass areas on holes 2, 3, 6, 11,
3. Remove trees on holes 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17
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Fayetteville CC 2018 Projects
Quantity

Unit

Prepared by
Staples Golf
Unit Price

1/20/2018
Cost

Maintenance
Building
Structure + site work

7,500 SF

$

35.00 $

262,500.00

Irrigation
New Central Control

1 Allow

$ 80,000.00 $

80,000.00

Gold Tees - Holes 2, 6, 11, 14
Red Tees - Holes 1, 2, 13, 14, 16
Family Tees

4 Tees
5 Tees
6 Tees

$
$
$

8,000.00 $
3,000.00 $
3,000.00 $

32,000.00
15,000.00
18,000.00

2.60 $

61,464.00

Tee Projects

Cart Paths

Concrete
Holes 2, 5, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17

23,640 SF

$

Rebuild #10
Rebuild #12
Rebuild #13
Resurface 15 greens

4,500
4,500
4,500
67,500

$
$
$
$

13.50
13.50
13.50
3.75

$
$
$
$

60,750.00
60,750.00
60,750.00
253,125.00

Remove 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 13, 16
Rebuild Bunkers

8 Bunkers
43,000 SF

$
$

1,300.00 $
7.50 $

10,400.00
322,500.00

25 AC

$

3,800.00 $

95,000.00

2 AC
1 AC

$
$

7,500.00 $
4,000.00 $

15,000.00
4,000.00

$

400.00 $

8,000.00

Greens
SF
SF
SF
SF

Bunkers

Fairways
Convert to Latitude 36
Turf Reduction
Convert Turf to Pine Straw
Convert Turf to Native Grass
Tree Removal
Remove trees
TOTAL
Contingency
Complete Total
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20 Trees

$ 1,359,239.00
10% $ 135,923.90
$ 1,495,162.90

